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ABSTRACT
Today, consumer battery installations are isolated, physical devices.
Virtual power plants (VPPs) allow consumer devices to aggregate
for grid services, but they are are vertically integrated, vendor
controlled systems (e.g., Tesla’s VPP). Consumer batteries are there-
fore unable to participate in energy markets or other grid services
outside what their vendor provides.

We describe a software system that provides software control of
multiple, networked battery energy storage systems in the electric
grid. The system introduces two new ideas that enable flexible and
dependable management of energy storage. The first is a virtual
battery, which can either partition a battery or aggregate multiple
batteries. The second is a reservation-based API which allows asyn-
chronous control of batteries to meet contractual guarantees in a
safe and dependable manner.

Virtual batteries and a reservation-based API address the unique
challenges of achieving high and efficient utilization of energy
storage systems, including heterogeneity of battery systems such
as varying C-rates, participation in energy markets, utility bill
management systems, community resource sharing, and reliability.
Using a testbed comprised of sonnen Inc. storage units installed in
several homes and a lab, we demonstrate that virtualized batteries
can seamlessly replace physical batteries, flexibly manage energy
storage resources, isolate multiple clients using a shared battery,
and create new energy storage applications.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Hardware→Batteries; •Networks→Logical / virtual topolo-
gies; Cyber-physical networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Batteries are a fundamental and necessary component of any zero-
carbon power strategy. While renewable sources such as solar and
wind provide zero-carbon power, they are intermittent and their
production profile does not match demand. This leads to a phe-
nomenon called the “duck curve”, in which solar power reduces
daytime fossil fuel demand, but evening energy usage is still primar-
ily carbon-based [7, 11]. Renewable power reduces the total energy
required from fossil fuels, but does not significantly reduce the peak
power required [33]. Time shifting renewable energy to nighttime
or peak periods is required for carbon-free power. Without stor-
age, solar farms cannot reduce the carbon footprint of buildings at
night [10, 26]. Energy storage systems, however, cost much more
than a comparably sized renewable generator. A 6kW solar panel
system that generates 60kWh of energy per day costs $6,000-9,000,
while a 13.5kWh Tesla Powerwall costs $12,000. Moving to a carbon
free power future thus requires efficiently using energy storage.

Until recently, consumer storage and solar could not participate
in large-scale U.S. energy markets. Recent regulations, however,
have lifted this restriction. In September 2020, Federal Energy Reg-
ulatory Commission (FERC) Order 2222 ruled that consumer solar
and energy storage can now participate in regional wholesale en-
ergy markets if they aggregate into larger resources [15, 16]. Under
FERC 2222, someone can combine 1,000 Tesla Powerwalls to offer
5MW of power. In fact, combining all of the installed 200,000 Pow-
erwall [31] units in the United States [13] totals 2.7GWh, which
surpasses the 2.6GWh of industrial large-scale battery installa-
tions [25].

Unfortunately, today there is no common API or interface to
aggregate these energy storage resources. Consumer systems are
controlled through a vertically integrated stack from batteries to
cloud APIs and operated as explicit, physical devices. Current tech-
nology limits consumers to aggregating their energy only with
those who own a similar brand of energy storage resources. For
example, the Tesla Virtual Power Plant is a vertically integrated
system of Tesla products only. Recent work such as AutoShare has
shown there are significant benefits when communities can parti-
tion pooled energy resources [23], but this is impossible with APIs
today. At the same time, industrial-scale systems are controlled
through IEC [9], SunSpec [2], or proprietary protocols.

An API capable of facilitating community pooled resources has
two requirements: partitioning and aggregation. Partitioning allows
for many use cases, such as ensuring that a portion of a battery is
set aside for specific purposes, while the remaining portion of the
battery can be used freely, completely isolated from the reserved
portion. Aggregating batteries is also beneficial for consumers. To-
day, aggregation is the only way consumers with excess energy can
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participate in energy markets. Current technology provides some,
but not all, of these functionalities.

This paper proposes a solution to seamless partitioning and ag-
gregation by managing networked batteries similar to a computing
resource. By decoupling the abstraction of a logical unit of energy
storage from a particular physical battery, partitioning and aggre-
gation become agnostic of system size or chemistry. Much like a
logical disk can be a physical disk, a partition of a physical disk, or
an aggregate of several physical disks (e.g., RAID), a logical battery
can be a battery, a partition of a battery, or an aggregate of several
batteries.

There are three major challenges to virtualizing energy storage
in this way: defining an interface, ensuring reliability, and enabling
scalability. The interface challenge is that an API must transparently
present a uniform abstraction for logical batteries while flexibly
supporting energy storage system policies. This API must be able
to partition storage among multiple users [23] and aggregate both
heterogeneous [8] as well as distributed [16] resources. The reliabil-
ity challenge is due to consumer storage units connecting through
home Internet connections; the system must be dependable despite
disconnection. Finally, due to the scales involved (consumer de-
vices produce kW but large buildings and wholesale markets deal
in MW), the API and system must scale to hundreds of batteries
and complex topologies.

We address the challenge of defining an interface by proposing
the abstraction of a virtual battery, called the Battery Abstraction
Layer (BAL). Virtual batteries can be either partitions, which split a
single battery into multiple, smaller batteries, or aggregates, which
combine multiple batteries into a single, larger one. Virtualizing
real battery storage systems requires answering novel research
questions, such as how to calculate aggregate battery ratings and
how battery changes are reflected in partitions.We show that simple
answers, such as adding values or proportionally sharing changes,
are either incorrect or violate use case requirements.

Charge/discharge leases address the reliability challenge by allow-
ing control systems to rely on predictable behavior despite network
disconnection. A request to charge or discharge a virtual battery has
a time and a duration. This API is simple and general: it supports
a wide range of use cases and can control many battery systems,
including cloud-based RESTful APIs, direct-connected battery man-
agement systems (BMSes) and IEC 61850-based systems.

Energy systems deal with timescales drastically longer than com-
puting. Physical battery storage systems introduce delays of up to
tens of seconds. As energy storage is a geographically local resource
(one cannot transfer power from Texas to Illinois), network laten-
cies are in the tens of milliseconds. Using asynchronous I/O over
commodity Internet connections therefore allows virtual batteries
to easily scale to support wide and deep topologies.

We have implemented battery virtualization in a Linux software
platform. Internal driver implementations map BAL to physical
batteries or networked batteries, which the system can virtualize
and re-export as networked batteries. We present results for an
energy testbed consisting of grid-connected energy storage units
installed in homes and an energy research lab. Using several battery
topologies, we present testbed experiments that show that BAL
can implement energy storage use cases that are not possible with
current APIs.

Figure 1: Today, intermittent renewable energy causes un-
certainty, while DERs located at both transmission and dis-
tribution levels can cause bidirectional flows of energy.

2 MOTIVATION
In the last decade, the introduction of distributed energy resources
(DERs) have moved the electricity grid away from a centralized
model. Figure 1 shows the grid today, in which consumers now
generate and store energy with solar and battery installations, such
as sonnen ecos [28, 29] and Tesla Powerwalls [31]. Clean energy
penetration has increased, but sources such as wind and solar are
volatile and driven by weather, not human planning. Recently, Cal-
ifornia was able to generate 97.60% of its power carbon-free in the
middle of the afternoon [6], but only 33.09% on average. Individu-
als and companies are now looking to energy storage systems to
ensure round-the-clock carbon-free power.

Residential energy storage installations are vertically integrated
systems for storing solar energy and reducing home loads. To a
utility, their power draw at a meter is indistinguishable from other
home loads. Motivated by recent regulatory changes [16], such con-
sumer energy storage units can now participate in energy markets,
if aggregated. However, users are restricted with whom they can
aggregate their energy. With current technology, an owner of a
sonnen battery could not aggregate their energy with a group of
homeowners that all own Tesla Powerwalls. As a result, consumers
with less popular brands of energy storage resources have fewer op-
portunities to participate in these energy markets. While prior work
such as AutoShare has explored how centralized energy storage
units can be shared among many users [23], the ability to aggregate
distributed energy resources remains unsolved. Besides providing
consumers with the opportunity to participate in wholesale energy
markets, such a capability also enables new use cases for energy
storage.

In the rest of this section, we describe four example uses of dis-
tributed energy storage that are not possible with existing storage
systems. We explain the technical details around a homeowner’s
association and owners, but they represent much broader use cases.
We use these four examples to motivate a set of requirements for a
new, programmable abstraction.

2.1 Sharing a Centralized Installation
Figure 2 shows the first use case, in which a homeowner’s associa-
tion (HOA) has invested in a pool of solar and storage systems and
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Figure 2: A homeowner’s association purchases a pool of
solar/battery systems and sells fractional shares to individ-
ual homeowners. To each homeowner, the battery share be-
haves the same as a physical battery they control.

Figure 3: Homeowner 2, needing more energy, supplements
their share O2 from the HOAwith by installing battery C in
their home and combining their two resources.

rents portions of it out to homeowners. Similar to the community
solar system proposed in AutoShare [23], the HOA purchases an
array of battery systems A1-A20 and combines them into one large
pool H. It then sells or rents fractions of H to homeowners. As
shown in the figure, Homeowner 1 and Homeowner 2 rent O1 and
O2 from the HOA’s battery system, respectively. Over time, the
HOA can increase or decrease the aggregate battery power and
capacity of the pooled resource, H, by adding or removing physical
batteries. Conversely, fractional battery shares can be re-allocated
to accommodate new homeowners without changing the underly-
ing physical battery resources. As a result, the fractional battery
shares and physical batteries in the HOA system can scale indepen-
dently of each other. As the batteries in the installation degrade
with age, this reduction is spread evenly across the shares.

2.2 Aggregating Distributed Batteries
Figure 3 shows a use case in which Homeowner 2 decides they need
more storage to reduce their dependency on the grid during high-
cost peak hours. Unfortunately, the HOA has already rented all of its
capacity, so the homeowner decides to supplement their HOA share
by installing a unit C in their home. They combine C and O2 into a
larger energy store, O2’. Although it consists of distributed batteries
that are behind different meters, the homeowner is able to manage
them as a single energy store. Today, this kind of aggregation is
not possible: the home unit has its own management system, while
the HOA share has another.

2.3 Selling Storage Capacity
Figure 4 shows a use case in which the homeowner decides to sell
a fraction of their storage to a regional aggregator. This could hap-
pen, for example, when their evening energy use drops significantly.
They set aside 20% of their storage for their own use and sell the

Figure 4: Homeowner 2, no longer needing all of their avail-
able storage, decides to rent a large fraction of it to someone
else. They keep a small fraction for their own use (e.g., to
shave their evening power draw).

Figure 5: A regional energy aggregator rents hundreds of
homeowner batteries, combining them with an industrial
storage system. It sells portions of this large storage pool
to companies seeking to store carbon-free energy.

remaining 80% to a regional aggregator within the wholesale en-
ergy market, according to FERC 2222 [16]. Because energy markets
require participants to contract in advance to provide or consume
a specific amount of energy, the homeowner needs to isolate their
own use from their contractual obligation to the aggregator. Thus,
partitioning the aggregated storage unit O2’ into units A and B
helps Homeowner 2 isolate the energy storage associated with a
contractual obligation so other uses, such as load shaving, do not
violate the contract. Users who desire privacy and use the battery
for their own purposes do not need to register with their billing
entity; registration is only required for users that desire economic
compensation for their grid services.

2.4 DERs for Large Buildings
Figure 5 shows how a regional energy aggregator can combine
storage from many homeowners into a grid-scale resource offering
tens of MW. This storage resource can also include an industrial
installation. At the scale of tens of MW, the regional aggregator
can sell or rent this storage to large office buildings, datacenters,
or companies committed to decarbonization. Because distributed
energy storage systems are not perfectly reliable, shares of this large
resource can have differing levels of dependability and be priced
accordingly. A company that is committed to decarbonization may
purchase a dependable energy store to ensure that it can match
its loads, while another that is simply interested in shaving loads
might pay less for a less dependable one.
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2.5 Problem Statement
Based on the above use cases, we derive the following requirements
for a software energy storage management system:

Transparent: a client should not be able to tell whether a battery
is physical, a portion of a battery, or made up of a pool of multiple
batteries. The power ratings a battery reports, for example, should
sustain over its entire energy capacity.

General: physical batteries come from many vendors: they have
different APIs and physical interfaces. Some are controlled over
RESTful cloud APIs, while others require direct wired connections.
The system should support all of them and integrate them into a
distributed energy storage system.

Flexible: the system must be able to support a wide range of
use cases, ranging from communal pooling of resources to partici-
pation in large-scale energy markets. The system must support the
different topologies and policies these use cases introduce.

Dependable: because consumer batteries are connected through
unreliable home networks, the system must provide an API which
behaves in a dependable and predictable way in the presence of
disconnections.

Scalable: to be able to participate in energy markets, the sys-
tem must be able to manage hundreds of batteries without adding
significant latencies. It should be able to support topologies that
are hundreds of batteries wide as well as topologies that are tens of
batteries deep.

3 VIRTUALIZED ENERGY STORAGE
This section proposes virtual batteries for energy storage allocation
and management. Virtual batteries decouple energy storage and
power delivery from physical batteries. This section explores how
a software system presents the power and energy values of virtual
batteries to meet the requirements in Section 2.5.

3.1 Logical Batteries
The overarching concept in programmable energy storage is a
logical battery. A logical battery can be either physical or virtual:
it is a transparent abstraction for both types of energy storage.
Logical batteries report two values: their power in watts (W) and
their energy capacity in watt·hours (Wh). The reported power is
the battery’s nominal power that it can maintain over its entire
capacity.

3.2 Virtual Batteries
There are two types of virtual batteries: aggregate and partitioned.
Aggregate batteries take multiple logical batteries and merge them
into a single, larger one. Partitioned batteries take a single logical
battery and split it into multiple, isolated, smaller ones. Isolation
is critical for a partition to behave as a separate, physical battery.
Because both aggregates and partitions are logical batteries, they
can compose into large and complex topologies. Topology cycles
are prohibited by enforcing a temporal order on battery creation.
An aggregate, once created, cannot change its constituent batteries,
so forming a cycle would mean that a child is older than its parent.
In these complex topologies, the creation of virtual batteries does
not strictly increase or decrease battery aging due to the nonlinear
nature of cell degradation.

Battery Power Capacity Max. C-rate

eco 7.5 3.6kW 7.5kWh 0.48
eco 10 7.0kW 10.0kWh 0.70
Aggregate 8.4kW 17.5kWh 0.48

Table 1: When constituent batteries begin with the same
state of charge, the aggregate battery reports 8.4kW
(17.5kWh · 0.48/h) as itsmaximumpower because the lowest
C-rate of its constituent batteries is 0.48. When discharging
at maximum power, eco 7.5 and eco 10 will provide 3.6kW
and 4.8kW, both operating at a C-rate of 0.48.

The primary question that arises in virtual batteries is what
power and energy values they report. The next two subsections
answer this question and propose algorithms and policies for ag-
gregate and partitioned batteries.

3.3 Aggregate Batteries
An aggregate battery combines multiple logical batteries into a
single larger battery. A strawman solution to reporting power and
energy is to sum the values of the constituent batteries. While
this holds for energy, reporting the simple sum of power, however,
violates the property that an aggregate battery behaves like a phys-
ical battery, delivering its reported power over its entire capacity.
For example, consider a sonnen eco 7.5 and eco 10, which provide
3.6kW and 7.0kW power, respectively. When these two batteries are
aggregated, they can provide 10.6kW maximum power. However,
if the aggregate delivers 10.6kW, the eco 10 drains in 85 minutes.
2.4kWh still remains in the eco 7.5 and power drops to 3.6kW: the
advertised power is not valid for the entire capacity.

The key insight behind aggregate batteries is that maintaining
nominal power over capacity means that constituent batteries must
fractionally drain at the same rate. To explain how this works, we
first assume batteries have equal states of charge (%).

Energy storage systems have a metric, C-rate, which defines the
fraction of the battery that could be charged or discharged in an
hour at maximum power. For example, a battery that discharges
from 100% to 0% in 40 minutes has a C-rate of 1.5.

The energy of an aggregate battery is given by the sum of its
constituent batteries. The maximum C-rate of an aggregate battery
is the lowest maximum C-rate of its constituent batteries. An aggre-
gate battery calculates its nominal power as its capacity times its
maximum C-rate. Table 1 shows an example of how rate-limiting
the aggregate battery to its slowest constituent ensures that it can
deliver the reported power over its entire capacity.

Computing power from the lowest C-rate means that aggregate
batteries which need to maximize power output should be com-
posed of batteries with similar C-rates. This is similar to how in
RAID arrays throughput can be limited by the slowest disk. Among
the leading home energy storage systems today, the maximum C-
rate values vary from 0.37 to 0.80 [14, 17, 24, 27–29, 31]. While these
C-rates are all below 1, a large virtual battery with a C-rate of 0.37
is useful as it can fully discharge during the worst 3 hours of the
6-hour ramp/peak period that often occurs daily from 3-9PM.
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3.3.1 Variable States of Charge. The example in Table 1 assumes
that the two batteries have the same state of charge (SOC), or
fractions of charge. If constituent batteries have different SOCs, the
aggregate battery may have to report a lower power since otherwise
some batteries might drain first. Table 2 shows an example.

We introduce a novel extension of C-rate for aggregate batteries
to handle state of charge, called effective C-rate. The effective C-rate
of a battery reports how long it will take to drain or fill the battery.
Effective C-rate is defined as nominal power divided by current
charge. The effective discharge C-rate of a battery is equal to its
discharge C-rate at 100% SOC, while the same is true for effective
charge C-rate at 0% SOC.

The effective C-rate of an aggregate battery is the minimum of
the effective C-rates of its constituent batteries, as shown in Table 2.
The effective power of an aggregate is its current capacity times
its effective C-rate. When constituent batteries have equal SOCs,
effective power is equal to nominal power.

3.4 Partitioned Batteries
A partitioned battery takes a single logical battery and splits it into
multiple smaller, independent batteries. The sum of the partition
powers must be less than or equal to the source battery power,
and the sum of the partition energies must be less than or equal
to the source battery energy. Power and energy can be allocated
differently, however. For example, one can partition a battery into
a small, high power battery and a large, low-power one; therefore,
partitions can have a higher maximum C-rate than their source.
Table 3 shows two example partitionings of the aggregate battery
in Table 1.

Two questions arise in partitioned batteries. First, what happens
to partitions when the source battery changes from its expected
values? Second, what happens if one partition receives a request
to charge and another receives a request to discharge? We address
these questions in the next two subsections.

3.4.1 Policies. Networked batteries can become unavailable due
to network failures. If one of the constituent batteries becomes
unavailable, the aggregate battery must report correspondingly
reduced power and energy. When an administrator creates a par-
titioned battery, they define the partitions and set a partitioning
policy. The partitioning policy defines what happens when a source
battery’s reported values differ from the expected ones. There are
three policies, motivated by the use cases in Section 2: proportional,
tranched, and reserved.
Proportional: Changes to the source battery are split proportion-
ally across the partitions. For example, if the aggregate battery in
Table 3 suddenly dropped in power to 6kW, then partitions A1 and
A2 would report powers of 4.5kW and 1.5kW, respectively, while B1
would report 1.7kW and B2 would report 4.3kW. The homeowner’s
association use case in Figure 2 uses this policy: changes are shared
evenly across owners.
Reserved: In the reserved policy, partitions are ordered from high
to low. If the reported values are lower or higher than the expected
values, these changes are first applied to the lowest partition, then
the next lowest, until finally only the highest tranche remains.
The reserved policy is used when batteries are being paid for time

Battery Power Capacity Stored eff. C-rate

eco 7.5 3.600kW 7.5kWh 0.75kWh 4.8
eco 10 7.000kW 10.0kWh 10.00kWh 0.7
Aggregate 7.525kW 17.5kWh 10.75kWh 0.7

Table 2: When constituent batteries begin with different
SOC values, aggregate batteries calculate power using effec-
tive C-rate. Given the new “Stored” column values, if the ag-
gregate tries to deliver 8.4kW (from Table 1) the eco 7.5 will
drain first. Thus, the aggregate power is now limited by the
eco 10’s C-rate of 0.7; the effective C-rate then calculates the
aggregate power as 7.525kW (0.7/h · 10.75kWh).

Battery Power Capacity Max. C-rate

Aggregate 8.4kW 17.5kWh 0.48

Partition A1 6.3kW 13.1kWh 0.48
Partition A2 2.1kW 4.4kWh 0.48

Partition B1 2.4kW 11.5kWh 0.21
Partition B2 6.0kW 6.0kWh 1.00

Table 3: Two different partitioning options (A and B) of the
aggregate battery in Table 1. A splits both energy and power
3:1 between the two partitions, which have the same C-rate
as the aggregate. B constructs a large, low-power battery B1
(C-rate of 0.21) and a small, high-power B2 (C-rate of 1.0).

shifting/storage. For example, the homeowner uses this policy in
Figure 4 to provide a reliable energy store to the regional aggregator,
who might want to both charge and discharge.
Tranched: In the tranched policy, partitions are ordered from high
to low, just as in reserved. If the reported values are lower than the
expected values, they are taken from the lowest tranche first, just
as in reserved. If the reported values are higher than the expected
values, however, they are first added to the highest tranche, then
the next highest, with the limit that a partition cannot go over its
nominal (maximum) value. The partitions sold to companies in
Figure 5 are an example of the tranched policy, where batteries are
paid for energy delivery: an office building is happy to have some
extra energy, and lower-cost tranches are less reliable.

Resetting a partitioned battery’s expected values to its currently
observed ones is an explicit operation, as it may involve financial
exchanges (e.g., someone suddenly lost 2MWh of energy). The
timing of this operation is dependent on the contract and so is
outside the scope of this paper.

3.4.2 Billing and Virtual Flows. The final design question for vir-
tual batteries is what happens when some partitions discharge
while others charge. The aggregate behavior is clear: the source
battery should discharge or charge based on the sum of the requests.
Suppose the owner in Figure 4 decides to charge their battery B at
2kW because solar power is available while the regional aggregator
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decides to discharge battery A at 3kW. While the source battery
discharges at 1kW, the amount of energy allocated to the partitions
follows their requests: battery B charges at 2kW while battery A
drains at 3kW. There will be a “virtual” flow from A into B which
must be accounted for.

Virtual flows can allow bad actors to break promises and be paid
for doing nothing. For example, suppose a person enters a contract
to discharge a partition P1 at 10kW for 2 hours, from 5-7PM. At
5PM, the person tells P1 to discharge and the virtual battery records
this for the utility. However, the person also tells P2 to charge at
10kW, such that the source battery does not discharge. An energy
meter cannot distinguish this virtual flow from P1, thus reducing
load behind the meter by 10kW.

Virtual batteries solve this problem by requiring batteries behind
meters that participate in energy markets to register with the billing
entity (e.g., utility). In the above example, the utility sees no net
power at the meter, but from P1’s discharge it can calculate that
there is a 10kW load and bill for it. This is a requirement today for
energy systems that discharge into the grid; however, discharging
distributed virtual batteries may affect someone else’s metering.
The billing system therefore needs to add these discharges back
to their physical meter and subtract them from the meter of the
controlling customer. A customer may still create virtual flows as
a form of arbitrage: if the cost of power is lower than the amount
they were paid to discharge, they can purchase and resell power at
a small profit. They are only able to do this, however, when they
own and reserve energy resources.

4 BATTERY ABSTRACTION LAYER (BAL)
This section describes the Battery Abstraction Layer (BAL), a pro-
gramming API for energy storage. BAL is designed to present the
abstraction of a logical battery in a fashion that handles network
behavior and latency. Since current APIs are imperative, battery
controllers execute commands when they receive them. For ex-
ample, using IEC 681507-420 [20] to control a battery, software
can issue a command to set the target power output. Starting and
stopping power output can be set on a delay, but this behaves as if
the command is issued when the delay ends.

Combining an imperative interface with the realities of power
electronics introduces delays and inaccuracies, as shown in Figure 6.
This figure shows what happens when a sonnen eco 10 battery is
sent a command through a RESTful cloud API to charge at 2.5kW.
The battery’s inverter firmware introduces a 30 second delay before
the battery starts charging. When the battery is discharged, the
observed delay is even longer, 50 seconds, and when discharging
begins it slowly ramps up over more than 10 seconds.

These imperative APIs have two major drawbacks. First, as they
were designed for reliable grid control networks, they require un-
broken connectivity. Commands, once issued, continue until a new
command is received. discharging until told to do otherwise. Second,
they do not consider the temporal behavior of battery firmware.
Figure 6 shows that a battery can wait tens of seconds before re-
sponding to a command. Firmware often has good reasons for this
delay; for example, sensing circuits to assess safety (this explains
why discharging ramps up slowly over 10 seconds), but client oper-
ations should not need to factor in this delay.
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Figure 6: Charging and discharging a commercial energy
storage system. The hardware can introduce significant
(tens of seconds) delays. Thismotivates the need for a declar-
ative API that can handle and adjust for these details.

In the current implementation of BAL, there is a hardware re-
quirement that the battery power electronics contain a power out-
put setpoint controller, whether inverter-based control or otherwise.
Furthermore, the battery API must be able to perform the actions
described in the following subsections: querying the status of the
battery and controlling power output. While the former is standard
on most BMSes and APIs, the latter requirement may not be found
on all commercial systems.

Finally, commercial batteries have a variety of BMSes and APIs.
We propose a uniform yet simple abstraction layer for batteries,
called the Battery Abstraction Layer (BAL), with a lease-based API.

4.1 Querying
BAL’s get_status function fetches and returns the status of a
logical battery. It returns the maximum charge, present charge,
maximum discharge current, maximum charge current, and the
present current flow (charge is negative, discharge is positive). All
values are returned as one atomic sample regardless of the manufac-
turer of the underlying battery; while this is a simple API, it differs
from existing ones, which return values in separate messages or
RESTful operations. This meets the generality requirement.

For BMSes connected through the network or other slow re-
sponding protocols, fetching the battery status can involve a signif-
icant delay. To mask this delay, get_status implements a caching
mechanism. Each BAL instance has an associated maximum stal-
eness. Before cached data expires, BAL pre-fetches data from the
underlying battery so that it always has more recent data than the
maximum staleness. A call to get_status returns, in addition to
battery data, the time that data battery was sampled.

If a caller requires fresher data than what BAL may have, it can
request get_status with a maximum staleness. If the cached data
is older, BAL fetches the battery status from the underlying battery.
Because this fetch can introduce a blocking delay, BAL instances
should be configured to have a maximum staleness close to what
callers require. Setting the maximum staleness to 0 means each
call to get_status calls down to the leaves of the battery hierar-
chy, fetching data and processing it through partitions and aggre-
gates. Specifying a maximum staleness ensures that virtual batteries
made of deep and complex topologies can accurately maintain their
battery status. Providing flexible staleness values and reporting
timestamps meets the flexibility and scalability requirements.
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When virtual batteries form a hierarchy, each node of the hierar-
chy has its own maximum and current staleness. The fetch time of
each partition is equal to the fetch time of the source battery. The
fetch time of each aggregate is equal to the oldest fetch time of its
constituent batteries.

4.2 Control
The function schedule_set_current controls how a battery charges
or discharges. It takes three parameters:
schedule_set_current(current, start, stop)

The current parameter is in Amps and specifies whether to
charge (negative) or discharge (positive). The start and stop pa-
rameters indicate when the operation starts and completes.

The start and stop parameters allow control systems to schedule
charging and discharging such that the operations will execute
correctly even if there is a network disconnection. Furthermore,
this API allows a lease-like approach to a battery resource. A client
can extend an existing charge or discharge into the future by calling
schedule_set_current with a later stop time. There can only be
one charge/discharge lease active at any time, and newer operations
replace older ones. When a call for a new lease arrives, the system
truncates or removes any leases it overlaps with. Providing leases to
charge/discharge the battery meets the dependability requirement.

As an example, if the user asks the battery to discharge at 1kW
from 6:00PM to 7:00PM, and then asks the battery to discharge at
2kW from 6:30PM to 6:45PM, this second call will split the first
lease into two separate ones (6:00-6:30 and 6:45-7:00). The battery
will discharge at 1kW from 6:00PM to 6:30PM, at 2kW from 6:30PM
to 6:45PM, and at 1kW from 6:45PM to 7:00PM.

When a client makes a call on an aggregate battery, BAL splits
the operation across the constituent batteries so they have the same
effective C-rate. When a client makes a call on a partition, BAL
merges the lease in with those of other partitions to compute the
leases for the source battery. A client does not see this underlying
activity and instead observes their battery behaving as a physical
battery behaves. Thus, BOS meets the transparency requirement.

A client is not assured that a requested lease will execute until it
receives an explicit acceptance notification. For example, if a client
requests a lease on an aggregate battery but one of the constituent
batteries cannot be reached, the aggregate may delay accepting it
until it can contact the constituent. If the constituent is disconnected
long enough, the BAL implementation might consider it failed,
reduce the battery values accordingly, and send updates to clients
indicating the new values.

5 IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes our prototype implementation of energy stor-
age virtualization and the battery abstraction layer in the Battery
Operating System. The Battery Operating System (BOS) is a new
software platform we have developed for managing and control-
ling battery-based energy storage. Battery drivers implement the
BAL and map it to the underlying operations of the corresponding
battery. For example, a driver for a battery managed by another
BOS instance maps BAL calls to RPC calls over TLS, a driver for
a UART-based battery management system maps BAL calls to a

BMS’s serial protocol, and a driver for a commercial storage unit
controlled through the cloud maps BAL to RESTful API calls.

BOS is implemented in Linux. There are five supported drivers:
a JBD BMS [21] for DC batteries over a serial port, a JBD BMS for
DC batteries over Bluetooth, sonnen batteries over RESTful HTTP
calls, remote BOS batteries with RPC, and IEC 61850 ZBAT/ZINV
devices. Supporting this variety of battery interfaces shows that
BAL meets the generality requirement. The JBD BMSes export a
binary protocol over a UART and Bluetooth for reading and writing
firmware state. The protocol supports reading the entire state of
the battery in a single command. We use the JBD drivers in a 12V
DC testbed; we omit these results for lack of space.

The sonnen driver makes BAL operations as sonnen web API
calls. It places the battery in manual mode and requests dynamic
values from it. The sonnen API does not provide maximum dis-
charge and charge current values: the driver fills these in based
on the type of battery. Telling a battery to charge or discharge in-
volves setting its setpoint resource. The IEC 61850 driver is built
on top of libiec61850, an open-source implementation of the IEC
MMS/GOOSE protocols over TCP/TLS [18].

6 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate BAL according to the requirements
outlined in 2.5: transparency, generality, flexibility, dependability,
and scalability. We first describe the experimental methodology,
then we evaluate BAL with a series of topologies, each with a
different configuration of sonnen battery storage units and virtual
batteries. With each topology, we show plots confirming that the
output of the sonnen units correctly tracks the BAL command. We
examine how virtualized batteries can correct for delays in batteries
and transparently replace physical batteries.

6.1 Methodology
This section describes the experimental setup used to evaluate
battery virtualization and BAL, consisting of sonnen systems con-
nected to the grid in a lab setting and residential homes as well as
an emulation setup to measure scalability.

The testbed has sonnen ecoLinx 12 units installed in critical loads
subpanels in multiple suburban homes. All of the testbed homes
have a solar system connected to the subpanel. The testbed also
has a single sonnen eco 10 in an energy lab which is connected to
an entire simulated home. The devices downstream of the battery
include a 5.6kW solar system, an electric vehicle level 2 charging
station, and multiple outlets for appliance loads.

All sonnen units have a Li-Fe-PO4 chemistry, a 100% depth of dis-
charge (DoD), and a nominal power rating of 7kW in grid-tied mode.
Internally, each system is comprised of multiple 2kWh modules. In
both systems, a BAL driver uses the sonnen API.

The sonnen API reports charge and discharge power as well
as state of charge. To have a separate, ground truth measurement,
all of the sonnen installations have an eGauge Systems EG4115
as an external energy metering system. The eGauge uses clamp-
on current transformers [12] to measure current: these are small
inductive coils that sense the alternating current. Figure 7 shows
the lab and home setups.
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Figure 7: Photos of installed sonnen units. Left is the lab
setup while right shows the home setups.

Our testbed has too few batteries to evaluate BAL’s scalability,
so we emulated software batteries with added latency. To provide
realistic battery latency values, we used the ZMap tool [30] to
measure latency distributions of five networked batteries in the
Bay Area. Each emulated battery was randomly assigned one of
the five distributions from which to take random latency samples.

6.2 Full Topology
Figure 8 demonstrates the flexibility of BAL by encompassing all
four use cases in Section 2. The HOA in Section 2.1 could use pro-
portional partitions to evenly divide the physical battery among
homeowners. A homeowner in Section 2.3 could use reserved par-
titions to partition their battery, keeping the highest tranche to
prevent SOC deviations from affecting a personal use partition.
The regional aggregator in Section 2.4 could use tranched parti-
tions, shielding high tranche large buildings from changes in the
underlying physical batteries.

With the transparency provided by the system, the user control-
ling a logical battery at each node of the topology cannot deduce
whether the logical battery is physical or virtual. Consequently,
BAL allows HOAs to provide renewable energy to homeowners
while simultaneously permitting aggregators to aggregate kW-scale
energy resources to MW-scales that can be used by companies to
meet their 24/7 carbon-free initiatives.

6.3 Policies
To examine how the partitioning policies described in Section 3.4.1
allow virtual batteries to meet contractual obligations, we examine
a subset of the full topology, shown in Figure 9.

The advertised SOC values change when battery A2 has a sudden
change in SOC. This could happen, for example, if the owner of
A2 inadvertently changes the battery named A2, or if A2 fails. We
begin with the O1 and O2 partitions each at an expected value of
60% SOC, and we look at how those SOC values change when A2’s
SOC jumps to 80% or drops to 0%.

Table 4 displays the observed behavior. In the proportional policy,
the change is split across O1 and O2. In the tranched policy, a drop
in energy is taken from the lower tranche, O2, while an increase is
given to O1 until it spills over to O2. In the reserved policy, a drop
in energy is taken from O2 and an increase fills O2 first.

Although not shown in the paper, to verify that charge/discharge
leases make BAL systems dependable in the presence of system
failures, we configured a logical battery partition to discharge and

Figure 8: The full topology of the use cases in Section 2.
Batteries purchased by an HOA become part of an energy
store used by large-scale consumers such as office buildings
through several levels of aggregation and partitioning.

Figure 9:Multilayer battery topology diagram extending the
topology in Figure 2. Partition O2 is made available to an
energy aggregator, who aggregates it with a ecoLinx 12.

then forcibly killed the battery client. After the lease expired, the
battery stopped discharging.

6.4 Charging and Discharging
The flexibility of BAL supports differing topologies depending on
users’ needs. In this section, we show how commands to partitions
are split across constituent batteries: the partitions are decoupled
from the underlying physical resources. We examine subsets of
the topology in Figure 9 to show that this conservation of power
holds. Figure 10 displays the power values of physical batteries
A1 and A2 after commands are sent to virtual batteries H and O1.
Figure 11 shows how charge/discharge commands from logical
batteries propagate through the topology in Figure 9. The plot
confirms that the physical batteries (A1, A2, and C) only respond
to the commands from their respective child batteries.

This topology shows a particularly salient use case. A home-
owner could purchase multiple batteries from different manufac-
turers, pool them into a single larger battery, set aside some of
the capacity for reducing their power bill, and then sell the rest
to someone else for aggregation. BAL’s generality and breadth of
battery drivers ensures that an individual is not tied to a specific
manufacturer brand when multiple batteries are pooled.

6.5 Scalability
The use case described in Section 2.4 describes a scenario in which
an aggregator aggregates hundreds of logical batteries together
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Policy Battery A2 ↓ 0.0 A2 ↑ .80

Proportional O1 0.49 0.89
O2 0.49 0.89

Tranched O1 0.60 1.00
O2 0.32 0.73

Reserved O1 0.60 0.82
O2 0.32 1.00

Table 4: This table shows SOC values of partition O1 and O2
(each starting at 60% SOC) after a drop and increase in bat-
tery A2 SOC according to the specific policies.
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Figure 10: Partition O1 discharges at 2kW for 5 minutes. Af-
ter 2 minutes, partition O2 discharges at 1.5kW for 3 min-
utes. The combined measured outputs of the physical bat-
teries corresponds to the aggregated virtual battery’s com-
mand, and both physical batteries respond to the change in
discharge power from the aggregate command.
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Figure 11: Measured power of A1 and C are shown with the
commands from O1 and O2’ overlaid. While only a fraction
of A1 contributes to powering O2, both A1 and C respond to
the command from O2’. C only discharges when O2’ sends a
command.

before selling partitions to companies. Therefore, a BOS system
must be able to scalably aggregate. For aggregations of six hundred
or fewer batteries, the network latency observed is more than half of
the total latency. At approximately a width of six hundred batteries,
the BOS processing latency starts to contribute to more than half
of the total latency. However, the processing and network delays
are small in comparison to the time scales of the battery cloud APIs
shown in Figure 6. The system latency follows an approximately
linear trend as the topology depth increased.

7 DISCUSSION
Virtualization is a common technique in computing systems: op-
erating systems virtualize disks, cores, memory, and the network.
Energy storage systems differ from these other resources in that
they encompass both energy as a quantity (like storage or memory)
and power as a rate (like networks). Furthermore, these two are
linked: changes in the state of charge can alter effective power.
Virtualized energy storage therefore requires new policies and al-
gorithms. We first examine prior work in virtualized energy and
then highlight the contributions of BAL.

7.1 Related Work
The term “virtual battery” often refers to shifting power demand
and creating “virtual” storage without any physical batteries [1].
Instead, we propose virtual batteries as the aggregation and par-
titioning of true physical batteries. Various related works discuss
engineering solutions to battery aggregation while others explore
the concepts of sharing virtualized energy resources. For example,
software defined batteries [3] combine heterogeneous technologies
to prioritize battery performance while Han et al. examine how
firmware can improve performance [19]. RAIBA examines how a
flexible interconnect can dynamically combine batteries behind an
inverter to provide consistent power [8]; BAL can use batteries
with this technology, but it manages AC, not DC power.

AutoShare and vSolar examine how a centralized residential
solar and storage system can share energy between users [22, 23].
AutoShare requires all users to follow a battery charging policy
based on their loads. Virtual batteries, in contrast, have no such
restrictions, allowing clients to implement their own charging and
discharging policies. The concept of a virtual battery can be ex-
tended to a virtual power plant (VPP), such as Toshiba’s VPP [32],
which creates an illusion of storage by reducing loads through
demand response and other interventions.

7.2 Contributions and Future Work
The evaluations in Section 6 show how the Battery Abstraction
Layer meets the challenge of effective power dependency on state
of charge. BAL allows software systems to manage energy storage
through virtualization, enabling new applications and use cases,
such as purchasing multiple batteries, selling use of a fraction of
them to a third party, and time shifting storage for 24/7 carbon-
free power. Battery virtualization meets the five requirements set
out in Section 2: it provides a transparent API to physical and
virtual batteries, is general enough to abstract a wide range of
physical batteries, is flexible enough for awide range of applications,
operates dependably in the presence of network disconnections,
and can scale to both wide and deep topologies.

The Battery Abstraction Layer implementations in this paper
look solely at batteries as pooled resources, which illuminates two
design drawbacks. First, BAL focuses on guaranteeing a charge
or discharge current over a system’s entire charge, which priori-
tizes reliability over performance. Exploring how techniques for
heterogeneous systems such as software defined batteries [3] and
RAIBA [8] could improve aggregate performance is an area of fu-
ture work. Second, balancing effective C-rates in multiple batteries
leads to an imbalance in battery utilization. Currently, BAL does
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not contain a degradation balancing mechanism, which is vital to
reduce battery waste; this is also an area of future improvement.

Lastly, future work can incorporate ideas from other types of
energy systems. Helios [4] provides control of solar arrays by con-
trolling the power output of of the system, an idea that can be used
with virtual batteries. vPeak [5] describes how a novel control algo-
rithm using machine learning can be applied to volunteer energy
resources. A future area of work is to apply this algorithm to logical
batteries after they have been partitioned or aggregated using BAL.

8 CONCLUSION
For the past 100 years, the electric grid has been a highly central-
ized and centrally managed system. Distributed solar power and
batteries have shifted this paradigm. Consumer battery storage
systems have the potential to accelerate the transition to carbon-
free power by time-shifting renewable energy to match energy
demand. Today, however, there are no abstractions or software
systems to manage these at scale. This paper proposes virtual bat-
teries and the Battery Abstraction Layer (BAL) as abstractions for
distributed energy storage management. Virtual batteries support
flexible topologies through aggregation and partitioning, enabling
novel use cases. A prototype BAL implementation controls a variety
of battery systems and testbed experiments on consumer storage
units in homes, demonstrating use of the abstractions. Virtual bat-
teries enable the control and management of distributed battery
resources, supporting the transition to carbon-free power for indi-
viduals, office buildings and even large-scale power consumers.
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